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Abstract: The need for automated data extraction is continuously growing due to the constant
addition of information to the worldwide web. Researchers are developing new data extraction
methods to achieve increased performance compared to existing methods. Comparing algorithms
to evaluate their performance is vital when developing new solutions. Different algorithms require
different datasets to test their performance due to the various data extraction approaches. Currently,
most datasets tend to focus on a specific data extraction approach. Thus, they generally lack the
data that may be useful for other extraction methods. That leads to difficulties when comparing the
performance of algorithms that are vastly different in their approach. We propose a dataset of web
page content blocks that includes various data points to counter this. We also validate its design
and structure by performing block labeling experiments. Web developers of varying experience
levels labeled multiple websites presented to them. Their labeling results were stored in the newly
proposed dataset structure. The experiment proved the need for proposed data points and validated
dataset structure suitability for multi-purpose dataset design.
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1. Introduction

The landscape of information systems is evolving, the amount of digital information
increases daily. The need to collect, process, and access stored information also contin-
uously grows. This constant growth makes manual data processing impossible. So the
importance of automated data exchange between systems is becoming increasingly relevant
and utilized.

There are many sources of information that can be used for data collection, and one of
them is publicly available data on various web pages. To efficiently process information
presented on a website, it needs to be identified first. Modern websites tend to have a lot of
secondary information present on them, which has little to no value. Thus, this kind of
information needs to be discarded. During initial identification, only the relevant infor-
mation is stored and used for further processing. That way, overall efficiency is improved.
Suitable information blocks can be identified in multiple ways [1]. The main techniques
include—data-based extraction, structure-based extraction, vision-based extraction, or a
complex approach that uses two or more techniques [2,3]. Various techniques have their
advantages and disadvantages. None of them are perfect yet [4]. It is not easy to compare
the results obtained using various methods due to them using different data points and
different websites for performance evaluation.

Determining the content block’s type and purpose can be done by analyzing various
data points. Classification solutions used in this process can vary greatly. The latest website
content extraction and analysis methods are based on supervised learning. These methods
require a dataset with labeled website data. A dataset is used to train the model and to
evaluate the performance. Therefore, a well-defined web page dataset with labeled blocks
would be valuable both for development and research purposes.
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Various researchers use different webpage datasets because different methods require
different data points for data extraction. Some techniques use an HTML (hyper-text markup
language) structure, some use styling information, while others need screenshots, etc. [4,5].
Thus, it is hard to establish a proper performance comparison between different approaches
and proposed algorithms [6,7]. It can be said that there is a need for a dataset that would
include all the required information no matter what data extraction approach is used. Such
a dataset can be used for machine learning applications since they require initial data for
the learning process. Having a well-structured dataset would greatly help in this field as
it could be used as a basis for the new website analysis solutions. It can also be used for
testing or efficiency comparison of different approaches.

This paper aims to ease the development of website content extraction solutions by
providing a unified source of data that can be used for training and validation of web page
content block extraction solutions. Therefore the contribution of this paper includes:

• Dataset structure. We propose a design of a multi-purpose web page dataset for
content block labeling. This dataset includes various types of information about stored
web pages, therefore providing broader usage possibilities. The dataset structure is
not just a combination of different data points. The proposed dataset structure solves
the content block perception problem and presents the idea of block variations. It also
allows maintaining a hierarchical structure within content blocks.

• Content block perception variety estimation. Results of the executed research on the
webpage content block labeling process highlight the content block variation problem
and present an initial variety scale. These results can be used as a conceptual idea to
improve content block labeling solutions by incorporating content block size variation.
Performed experiments also provide data for semantic concept and tag similarity
estimation in the field of web pages.

2. Related Works

Research in the field of automated data extraction is very active due to its relevance.
We reviewed some of the popular approaches for automated data identification and ex-
traction from websites. Focusing on the data needed to analyze the webpage content and
determined the performance of selected methods. Therefore analysis on whether this kind
of data is available for public usage was performed too.

2.1. Approaches and Problems for Automated Website Content Block Identification

Nowadays, website data is presented in a semi-structured way. While the semantic
web is not fully adopted in practice, most website data is incorporated in layout and design
rather than content blocks [8]. HTML5 added some tags that would help make the structure
more informative. In a way, these new tags made some parts of the websites more semantic,
but the website’s overall structure still mainly describes its layout. Content sectioning tags,
such as <article>, <aside>, <header>, <footer>, <main>, <section>, headings, etc., and text
content tags, such as paragraph, various lists, figures, etc., can be used to partially identify
information that they store. There are a few reasons why tags alone are not enough for block
identification. First, tags are very generic and only vaguely describe the information they
store (e.g., paragraph, header, heading, etc.). Same tags appear multiple times per page,
further reducing their uniqueness. Another issue is that there is no penalty in misusing
these tags other than the SEO (search engine optimization) impact. For example, lists are
commonly used for navigation menus, and images can be used to display backgrounds
rather than content-related media. Headings can be misused, negating their importance
score (<h1>—Most important, <h6>—Least important). CSS (cascading style sheet) styles
also add additional complexity because it is possible to make different types of elements
look alike, which would make it impossible to differentiate them using visual cues.

This lack of information is further proven by search engines, which need to know
what data is being presented to improve their search results. Although there is no openly
available information about how search engines identify information within websites, we
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can conclude that it is not an easy task since they provide additional tools for webmasters
to make this process of identification more accurate. A prime example is schema.org,
founded by Google, Microsoft, Yahoo, and Yandex. Its main task is to markup the data
presented on a website in a search-engine-friendly form. Applying schema on a website
requires developers to label website data based on vocabularies provided by schema.org.
Search engines later use this data to provide users with richer search results, which would
otherwise be impossible or highly error-prone.

Web page content extraction is a vast problem. One of the more general tasks in web
content extraction is eliminating trivial content elements. In most cases, it is achieved by
identifying the web page template and gathering meaningful content only [9]. Another
more specific case-data extraction form tables or lists presented on the web page [10].
T. Grigalis and A. Čenys proposed a method to extract such records from a web page [11].
However, this approach can be applied only to situations with multiple records presented
in a visually structured form.

Another web page content extraction direction is web page segmentation. During this
process, labels are assigned to content blocks based on their purpose, such as header, menu,
main content, etc. Cai, Deng et al. proposed the VIPS (Vision-based Page Segmentation)
algorithm for this purpose [12]. Nguyen et al. used the visual information and extracted
additional information present in the DOM (document object model) after rendering
the page [13]. Burget et al. performed segmentation based on block position within a
page, also utilizing some visual cues [14]. Feng et al. offered an interesting approach
based on how information is presented from a design perspective. Their algorithm works
top-down in multiple steps. First, splitting the content into rows, then dividing them
into inner rows and columns using visual separators. Finally, a label assignment task is
performed [15]. Bing et al. proposed the approach of segmenting a page using boundaries.
Boundaries are applied across the page based on visual cues and later labeled whether the
boundary is splitting content or not. The labeling process considers local features of the
analyzed boundary and context features based on sibling boundaries [16]. In his thesis,
Vargas proposed a Block-o-Matic (BoM) algorithm for web segmentation. It performs
segmentation of the page without any prior knowledge, utilizing heuristic rules defined
by W3C Web standards [17]. For web page segmentation example, see Figure 1. Only the
main blocks are labeled to make this example easier to examine. The main blocks defined
within Figure 1 are 1—Header (top section of the web page), 2—Navbar (menu, dedicated
for navigation in the web page), 3—Hero (first introductory block on a website, usually
containing images, texts, links or forms), 4—Article Preview (title and excerpt of the article),
5—Event (main information on event), 6—Contact Info Block (block to present the main
contact details), 7—Social Menu (icons with links to social networks).

As noted before, using only HTML structure for data identification can be challenging.
That is why often visual representation is used for block identification. One of the most
popular algorithms for this is VIPS [18–20]. Akpinar et al. took the VIPS algorithm as a
base and further improved it by adding HTML5 tags under original tag sets, improved
handling of invisible nodes, and ported the algorithm to Java [21]. Zhang et al. noted
that although VIPS is a very popular algorithm, it still has some drawbacks. One of the
drawbacks is difficulty in setting the value of partition granularity. While using VIPS, this
value is different for each segmented page. Zhang et al. tried to solve this by proposing
their approach that uses the same granularity value across all segmented pages [22].

On the other hand, blocks that perform the same purpose tend to have a somewhat
similar structure. Currently, web development is becoming more and more automated,
using various frameworks and content management systems to speed up the development
process. Thus, the chance that the same purpose blocks would follow the same or similar
structure is even higher. Based on this, the HTML structure can be used for block identifi-
cation. That way, there is less of a need to analyze block contents—That can be presented
in different languages or use different visual styling.
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Some techniques analyze multiple pages from the same domain to identify constant
and variable information blocks. These can be separate pages, presenting different informa-
tion or the same page but using a foreign language to display the same data. This approach
is not always possible since one-page websites are very popular now, and there is no other
page within the same website to compare. Another issue is that different pages within the
same domain can use different page layouts or even a different design, which would also
hinder block identification utilizing this technique.

2.2. Datasets of Website Content Blocks

Block identification can be completed using machine learning solutions. Machine
learning models need various source data for the training process, depending on the data
extraction approach. Often researchers use their own datasets to validate their algorithms.
Burget et al. collected 100 documents from 10 news websites, then manually assigned
nine classes to the visual areas that belong to the article and the tenth class to data that
is not relevant [14]. Vargas collected websites based on these categories: Blog, Forum,
Picture, Enterprise, Wiki. Each category consisted of 25 websites, and one page from each
of the websites was crawled and stored. This dataset included DOM, CSS, and image
files [17]. Andrew et al. used a dataset consisting of 53 web pages from 3 domains: Tourism,
E-Commerce, and News [19].

There are also a couple of open-source datasets that were used for this purpose. Utiu
et al. used multiple datasets, Cleaneval and Dragnet, to benchmark their content extraction
method [5]. Deng et al. used the Web Track dataset to compare the proposed VIPS algorithm
to the DOMPS algorithm [12]. Bartík used multiple datasets. The first one was WebKB,
a dataset consisting of 4518 web pages from the computer science department websites,
classified into six categories. Another dataset was manually created from multiple English
news websites, manually annotated, and assigned six categories. In total, the second
dataset contained almost 500 pages [22]. Kreuzer et al. created two datasets, one based on
popular websites and one based on random websites. It was decided to do this because of
the anticipation that popular websites would be complex to deal with. That complexity
could affect the accuracy of testing results, so the second dataset was created to solve this
problem. The labeling process was performed for some blocks on the first and second
levels. The first level block used such labels: Header, Footer, Content, Sidebar. Second level
blocks were assigned labels, such as Logo, Menu, Title, Link-list, Table, Comments, Ad,
Image, Video, Article, Searchbar [23]. These two datasets provided quite a lot of data, but
it was still limited because labeling was performed only for two levels, and only 15 block
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labels were used. Yao et al. used two datasets to perform their research, Dragnet and L3S.
The latter consisted of 621 articles from Google News that were manually classified [24].

Generally, web datasets store page source information only, without any additional
assets used within a page. Datasets often store a web page’s source code to ensure that
the analyzed web page will not change or get deleted and available to use at a later stage.
However, these stored pages often consist of only textual content and are pretty old. Thus,
they do not represent the current web development trends and can differ structure and
code-wise from modern web pages.

Some openly available datasets include only the initial/source data and do not have
any extracted data, which would help test the data extraction algorithms’ performance. We
did review a few datasets (see Table 1) to see what kind of information is stored within
them. Data stored in the dataset is marked with the sign “+”, while missing data is marked
with “−”.

Table 1. Comparison of data stored by datasets.

Datasets
Data Stored by Datasets

HTML DOM CSS JavaScript Images Screenshots Clean Text Labeled Blocks

Cleaneval [5] + − − − − − + −
Dragnet

[5,24] + − − − − − + −

GOSH [17] − + + − + − − −
Dataset-

random [23] + + + 1 + 1 + 1 − + +

dataset-
popular [23] + + + 1 + 1 + 1 − + +

wt10 g [8] + − − − − − − −

Web-KB [22] + − − − − − + 2 + 2

L3S [24] + − − − − − − + 3

1 Contains labels for 1st and 2nd level blocks (15 labels in total, 4 for 1st level, 11 for 2nd level blocks). 2 Clean text from links is extracted,
links are labeled within the source code. 3 Data labeled using five labels (headline, fulltext, supplemental, user comments, related content).

All except one dataset had the HTML source code available. Some datasets also store
extracted data, presented as clean text. Clean text is content stripped of any tags, i.e., only
text. These data points are enough for some data extraction applications, for example,
context extraction. Additional data needs to be stored to make the dataset more universal.

Two datasets, filled by the same authors, stood out from the others by providing
HTML source and HTML DOM code [23]. HTML DOM is HTML code that the browser
processed during page load. DOM code can be different from source HTML code due to
syntax errors that the browser can automatically correct. It can also contain content that
is dynamically generated, for example, by JavaScript. These datasets also store labeled
HTML and page assets, such as CSS, JavaScript, and images. These assets can be used to
emulate websites in a local environment. If any of these assets are missing, the saved web
page’s rendered view will not match the original. Overall this dataset provided quite a lot
of source code and assets making it possible to use different data extraction approaches
(both context extraction as well as HTML pattern identification). However, some of the
potentially useful data was still missing. None of the datasets provide a view of the
webpage and its content blocks. This is important as some website analysis solutions are
based on optical character recognition (OCR) or use other visual cues for data identification.

3. Proposed Structure of Dataset for Websites and Their Content Blocks

We propose a new dataset structure to store the website’s data and its content blocks.
It is based on analysis of the existing website’s content block identification solutions and
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drawbacks of existing datasets, discussed in the previous section. The proposed dataset
structure stores the page source data, code snippets, and screenshots of each HTML node.
That makes it possible to use it with different types of data extraction algorithms. It
integrates variation possibilities for each block, therefore adds some additional value to the
dataset and does it as an option that labeler can choose to ignore.

At first, the idea was to split HTML code into blocks and store them in the database
while also labeling them with block type. It soon became apparent that there may be
variations of HTML block structure when labeling is performed (see Figure 2). The HTML
block size is not strictly defined and can vary based on its visual features or by the decision
of the person performing the labeling task. Additional block variation entry was added
to account for these situations when more than one adjacent HTML block can be labeled
with the same block type. This allowed us to store minimal and extended snippets of the
same block. These could later be refined by comparing to other stored blocks or used while
estimating block similarity score. Therefore, we provided various data points that can be
used based on the specific situation’s problem and needs.
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In the dataset structure, the block types were just general web page elements, such as
menu, menu item, article, heading, etc. Currently, there are more than 70 block types, and
the list is not final. It can be extended and modified to meet the tendencies of the website
development trends.

Block variations can also be used when the same HTML structure can represent
multiple block types. For example, an article heading can also act like a link. In a case such
as this, two entries will be saved in a dataset as type variations (heading and link).

It is also important in what context hierarchy-wise each of the dataset entries occurs
in HTML document. Depending on the hierarchy, block labeling can also change. Thus,
each dataset entry also had a parent block associated with it, and the same went for all of
the block variations.

Block labeling can be performed either by analyzing code or by evaluating visual
features. A screenshot of a web page can be generated if all web page assets are available.
However, it might be complicated if some sources are remote—They can become unavail-
able, modified, etc. Therefore, it was decided to include a node screenshot with each block
entry because of the visual approach applications. It simplified the dataset data usage and
guaranteed the stability of the dataset.

Some HTML blocks are only visible at a certain screen size. Therefore, we included
three screenshots for each HTML block. Selected screen sizes represented desktop, tablet,
and mobile viewports. Viewports were chosen based on the currently most popular
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resolutions for each viewport as listed on statcounter.com—For desktops viewport width
was set to 1366 px, for tablets 768 px and for phones 360 px.

The proposed dataset structure can be seen in Figure 3. A relational database is selected
to implement the dataset. The dataset has value when a suitable structure is designed,
a large number of records is stored, and a functional user interface is implemented. The
dataset is filled with the data at the moment, but to make the stored data flexible and
possible to adapt to the user’s needs, it will be available as a service rather than a separate
text-based file or an archive of files. Users will be able to generate different data formats
and structures adapted to their own needs. It will be possible for the user to specify which
data is required and how much data is needed. For example, limit the number of web
pages, content block types, etc.
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Primary data is stored within one table (table “blocks” in Figure 3). It keeps the
information about HTML blocks used within the page. This includes hierarchy (block’s
parent) and block’s order within the parent block. This table also stores the block’s code,
type, whether the block is a variation of another block, and source file id. Each block has
a predefined block type assigned to it. All block types are stored in table “block_types”.
Block types are also hierarchical, and multiple parent blocks are possible. The pivot table
“block_type_hierarchy” allows creating a parent/child block type hierarchy.

The “Attachments” table stores information about various assets used within the
dataset, such as source files of HTML pages, source archives (which include images, CSS,
scripts, and other assets used by a website). It also stores full screenshots of pages and
individual node’s screenshots in three sizes (desktop, tablet, phone). Since each HTML
node requires multiple screenshot files, there is also a pivot table called “attachment_block”.
Each attachment has a predefined type stored within the “attachment_types” table. The
list of attachment types increases the dataset’s extensibility since additional types can be
added. It also limits the user to select predefined attachment types only.

Table “sources” stores information about a page used as a source for HTML data. This
table allows storing complete HTML and all available assets (images, CSS, JavaScript, etc.)
as an archive. This can be useful if the live web page changes, making the original code
available. Additionally, a full-page screenshot is also saved. If the data is from an inner
page, then the parent page is declared. This makes it possible to have a hierarchical sitemap
of the analyzed website.

Tag similarity can be evaluated to determine whether blocks have a similar structure
but use different tags to display the same type of information. If blocks are similar, then the
same label can be assigned. For this purpose, there are two tables, named: “tags”—Stores
HTML tags, “tag_similarity”—Stores an estimated value of how similar two tags are. A
higher value corresponds to a higher chance that these tags can substitute one another.
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4. Research on the Proposed Dataset Structure Suitability and Its Data Peculiarities
4.1. Dataset Structure Completeness Evaluation

To evaluate the completeness of the proposed data structure, the data needed for
existing web page segmentation and labeling solutions were analyzed. Required data
were mapped to the proposed dataset’s structure using queries. Table 2 presents web page
segmentation solutions that were analyzed in the related work section. Each segmentation
method has a summary of what data it used as an input to perform web page segmentation
tasks and what output would be produced. Input and output values had to be extracted
from the dataset to perform the segmentation task and validate results by comparing them
to the dataset data. The possibility to extract the needed data was presented as a query,
which can be used to extract the needed data from the proposed dataset structure.

Table 2. Proposed dataset suitability for existing web page segmentation and labeling solutions.

Web Page
Segmentation

Solution
Input Data Output Relational Algebra Expression to Extract Needed Data from the Proposed

Dataset Structure

Bing et al. [16] Web page DOM tree Block bounds π s.id, sc.code, AGR(bc.code) σ ($s (Source) ./ s.id = sc.source_id AND sc.parent_block_id is NULL $sc (Blocks) ./
sc.id = bc.parent_id AND bc.parent_block_id is not NULL $bc (Blocks))

Vargas [17] Web page DOM tree Block bounds

Akpinar et al. [18] Web page DOM tree
and image Block bounds

π s.id, sc.code, AGR(bc.code), at.filename σ ($s (Source) ./ s.screenshot_id = at. id $at (Attachments) ./
s.id = sc.source_id AND sc.parent_block_id is NULL $sc (Blocks) ./

sc.id = bc.parent_id AND bc.parent_block_id is not NULL $bc (Blocks))

Nguyen et al. [13] Web page DOM tree
and image Block bounds and type π s.id, sc.code, AGR(bc.code), at.filename, bt.title σ ($s (Source) ./ s.screenshot_id = at. id $at (Attachments) ./

s.id = sc.source_id AND sc.parent_block_id is NULL $sc (Blocks) ./
sc.id = bc.parent_id AND bc.parent_block_id is not NULL $bc (Blocks) ./ bc.block_type_id = bt.id $bt(Block_types)))

Zhang et al. [21] Web page DOM tree
and image Block bounds and type

Burget et al. [14] Web page DOM tree,
CSS code and image Block bounds and type π s.id, sc.code, AGR(bc.code), at.filename, bt.title, css.filename σ ($s (Source) ./ s.screenshot_id = at. id $at

(Attachments) ./ s.archive_id = css. id AND css.attachment_type_id = “css” $css (Attachments) ./
s.id = sc.source_id AND sc.parent_block_id is NULL $sc (Blocks) ./

sc.id = bc.parent_id AND bc.parent_block_id is not NULL $bc (Blocks) ./ bc.block_type_id = bt.id $bt(Block_types)))Feng et al. [15] Web page DOM tree,
CSS code, and image Block bounds and type

AGR() is an aggregation function. Depending on the situation, it can be minimum, maximum, or most frequent block bounds.

The comparison revealed all needed data could be extracted from the proposed
dataset structure for existing web page segmentation solutions. The option to use a
custom aggregation function during dataset data extraction adds additional flexibility.
The researcher can get both the minimum or maximum block bound or choose to use the
most common block bound. The aggregation function will reduce the number of block
variations and will provide only one block bound result. However, researchers can also
extract multiple variations of the same block and take them into account during web
page segmentation.

Another additional feature of the proposed dataset structure—Block hierarchy. Some
of the analyzed web page segmentation solutions take into account the hierarchy of seg-
mented blocks. This hierarchy information is collected/calculated during the segmentation
process. The proposed dataset structure stores hierarchy data for each block; therefore, it
can be used to reduce the data processing time.

4.2. Research Methodology for Manual Web Page Segmentation

Dataset suitability might be evaluated not only by its data coverage. It is important to
understand how new data should be added to the dataset as well as what are the specifics
of such data. To account for that, an additional experiment was designed to refine the
situations when web page content block variations occur. Simultaneously, the proposed
dataset structure suitability to store all the block variations was also evaluated.

Manual web page segmentation and labeling were used to assure real-world websites
will be presented in the dataset. Usage of synthetic, auto-generated websites and their
blocks would not guarantee natural variety and variations of existing web pages.

During the experiment, we labeled content blocks of the selected websites. Block
labeling data allowed us to evaluate if there were any redundant or missing elements in
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the proposed dataset schema. Since this kind of evaluation can be influenced by uncon-
scious bias to the designed dataset structure, additional respondents were gathered for the
experiment. Six respondents labeled the same set of websites independently from each
other. That also allowed us to see if block labels pre-selected by authors would match
labels created by respondents (see Figure 4). That helped refine preset labels that were used
when filling the dataset with data.
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Respondents were presented with 6 one page websites and were asked to perform
a block labeling task. Respondents were of different experience ranging from junior
developers to senior developers. One-page websites were chosen because they contain
more different types of blocks when compared to regular web pages, which concentrate
on one specific topic or purpose per page. Presented websites also covered different
information domains: 3 company websites that offered services, one personal website that
offered services, one restaurant website, and one website promoting a mobile app. Websites
were presented in random order to each of the respondents. When choosing websites for
the experiment, it was essential to make sure that they had as many different block types
as possible and also used different visual designs to display blocks of the same kind. This
allowed testing different approaches to the block labeling process. Some respondents could
choose block types based on visual features. Others could select block type based on the
information it presents. Finally, there could be situations when both block data and its
visual features were used to determine the type.

During the experiment, respondents had to create their own block labels. They were
not provided with any predefined labels. Labels created by respondents were stored
separately. After the experiment concluded, collected labeling data was compared to the
authors labeling data. The complete schema of the experiment is presented in Figure 4.

4.3. Labeling Experiment Results Analysis

In total, during the experiment, 905 individual blocks were labeled. Each labeled
page consisted of 82 (average) unique blocks that could be marked. A block’s uniqueness
was defined by its purpose. When multiple adjacent blocks of the same type were labeled
during the labeling process, only one was counted. As an example, a navigation menu
block could be examined. When multiple menu items within the same navigation menu
were labeled, only one was counted as a unique block, and others were discarded from
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experiment statistics. This was done to reduce the number of duplicate labeled blocks
present within a page. In an example presented in Figure 5, we can see a menu block,
number 3. This menu block consisted of six menu items (home, about, services, portfolio,
blog, contact). If we were to compare them, only text and link would differ. Because each
menu element serves the same function, all of them can be labeled the same in this example.
Additional analysis of these blocks could still be performed later since some metadata may
not be visible for the user while still being present in the HTML code. For example, menu
items may include some additional attributes that would describe linked content in more
detail. This exclusion of duplicate blocks was only done during the experiment to validate
the dataset’s structure. When filling the dataset with real data, all labeled blocks are added
to have the whole page labeled.
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Figure 5. Example of duplicated block ignorance, when block number 4 represents any menu item of
the menu (block No. 3), rather than labeling all menu items.

After analyzing the experiment data, it was noted that users tended to use different
names when labeling the same blocks, but at the same time, these block labels tended to be
synonymous. For example, block number 1 in the above image (see Figure 5) had these
block types assigned by respondents: navbar, header, top navbar. While block number 3
had labels, such as main nav, navbar, main menu, nav, navigation. In both situations, block
labels can be treated as synonyms except using the navbar as a label for block number 3,
which was not entirely correct, although this label still somewhat correctly represented the
block’s purpose. Situations such as this can arise quite often because there is no unanimous
agreement on what each website element should be called. One of the reasons is the
vast amount of different ways to style websites. The experiment proved the proposed
solution is resistant to the problem of multiple labels being assigned to the same block.
There is an option in the proposed dataset to store the same block in numerous variations.
Consequently, this option has an additional value for website content block analysis. A
block’s label synonyms can be analyzed to identify each block type’s best possible title.

During the experiment, multiple situations arose where block variations proved
useful. The need for block variations stemmed from different block sizes and different data
aggregation levels. Some block variations varied by content length while using the same
label. In the image below (see Figure 6), you can see three blocks: number 7 included the
text “hello, I’m”, number 8 consisted of the text “Mark Parker”, and number 80 consisted
of both of the above. Some respondents marked block 80 as heading or title, including
both blocks (7 and 8) at the same time. In contrast, other respondents marked block 7 as
pre-title and block 8 as title or heading. The proposed dataset allowed to store labeled data
in both situations. This enables mapping block’s relations to each other by purpose(label)
or stored content.
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The collected data (see Table 3) shows there was no unanimity in the block labeling
process, and almost 50% of unique blocks had at least two labeling variations. It also
reveals that with a higher count of labeled blocks, variations percentage also increased,
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proving that there is a lot of room for interpretation when labeling blocks. Based on these
results, the option to store block variations in the dataset proved to be essential.

Table 3. Websites labeling results obtained from respondents during the experiment.

Website No. of Labeled
Blocks

No. of Unique
Labeled Blocks

No. of Blocks with
Two or More

Variations

No. of Unique
Blocks with

Nonsynonymous
Variations

Average
Nonsynonymous
Variations Count

(Unique per Block)

Restaurant 223 85 44 (51.76%) 28 (32.94%) 2.32 (65 total)

Company 1 141 49 33 (67.34%) 23 (46.93%) 2.26 (52 total)

Company 2 115 54 21 (38.88%) 12 (22.22%) 2.33 (28 total)

Company 3 151 60 35 (58.33%) 9 (15%) 2.33 (21 total)

Personal website 188 73 45 (61.64%) 13 (17.8%) 2.15 (28 total)

App website 87 62 13 (20.96%) 5 (8.06%) 2.40 (12 total)

Total 905 383 191 (49.86%) 90 (23.49%) 2.28 (206 total)

In total, survey respondents added 905 labeled blocks. Out of this number, 383 blocks
were unique, which means that respondents marked the same area but attached various
labels. Out of 383 unique blocks, 192 of them had only one label attached. This amounts
to about 50% of unique blocks. These labels can be treated as well recognizable and
unambiguous. Another half of the unique labeled blocks had at least two labels present,
about 18% had three or more different labels, ~9% had four or more labels, ~3% had five
or more labels, and <1% had six different labels assigned. As six different persons were
labeling the same websites, three or more additional labels for the same content block
illustrate that 18% of blocks were not clearly presented or had an ambiguous purpose
and title.

Collected variations were further analyzed to determine whether those variations
were synonymous or not. The similarity of block labels was inspected on a per-block basis.
To determine whether block labels were synonymous, they were compared against the
authors’ labels assigned to the same block. Cases where block labels were synonymous
would prove that authors’ labels were correct. In contrast, nonsynonymous labels would
show whether any of the authors’ labels needed to be changed or adjusted to match
the specific block type. The number of blocks with nonsynonymous variations varied
significantly between different websites presented during the survey. As we noted before,
these websites were selected to be similar in terms of content structure. Based on that, we
can assume that the presence of these variations depends on the visual styling used by a
website. Websites with more complex designs had a greater block variety. On average,
each block had 2.3 nonsynonymous variations (0.6186 std.). Most of the time, it was two
or three variations per block, but there were also some outliers. Seven blocks had four
nonsynonymous variations, which was the most observed during the survey. Not a single
block had more than five nonsynonymous variations.

The collected data analysis showed what naming respondents used for block labeling.
This was required to see if it was similar (matched 75.41% of the cases) to the one proposed
and used during dataset testing by authors. Overall, the labels that respondents used were
either the same or synonymous with those used during dataset testing. That proved that
the initial block types chosen for block labeling will be acceptable and understandable for
other users. Some of the block types collected during the experiment were data-focused.
They described the data rather than its purpose. These kinds of labels are not suitable for
the dataset since labels should be abstract from the content. For example, for the restaurant
website, label names contained dish names rather than being abstract (“egg sandwich”
instead of “menu entry” or “dish name/title”). Having block labels tied too closely to the
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data limits such blocks’ reusability. Data-focused labels can pollute the labeling process,
leading to mislabeling blocks of similar purpose that store different data.

5. Conclusions

Since data extraction is an ongoing issue, many new methods have been developed
to tackle it. Still, it is hard to compare and test the efficiency of those methods in cases
when they use a vastly different approach to data extraction. This comparison issue stems
from the datasets that are used to test different data extraction methods. Most of the time,
these datasets consist only of the data that is needed for the method that is being tested
and do not include any additional data that other data extraction methods may use. We
proposed a dataset structure that would provide various data points that can be used to
benchmark or develop different types of algorithms and easily compare their performance.
After the dataset is filled with a large number of labeled website data and a user interface
is implemented, it will be publicly available.

Based on the experiment results, the initial structure of the dataset and labels used
to define different content blocks were in line with the expected results. That means that
the dataset can be further developed in multiple steps. First, by testing the predefined
labels, by performing a similar experiment to the one described in this paper, but this time
providing the respondents with labels that they can use during the labeling process. That
would show whether these labels need tweaking or new ones need to be added.
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